
  

  

Essential “ITs” vs Enhancement “ITs” 

The Lincoln Empowered “ITs” provide students with a variety 
of learning objects to ensure engagement and mastery of the 

content.  There are essential “ITs” that students should 
complete in each lesson: Read It OR Teach It and Show 

It/Apply It OR Assess It. These essential “ITs” are indicated on 
the following page with a red asterisk. The other “ITs” are 

enhancements that provide students with extra practice to 
extend or reinforce their learning. 
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Learning Objects 

 

* Read Its are the primary learning tools within a course. They contain the 
instructional content students need to demonstrate mastery of the learning 
objectives. 

 

* Teach Its provide a real “teacher voice” for students working their way through 
a course. The intent is to guide the learner through the Read It content, calling out 
specific elements to which they may need to pay special attention or add clarity to 
specific pieces of the Read It. A Teach It can take the place of a Read It as both 
cover the same content with a slightly different presentation. 
To learn more about Teach Its, watch the What Is a Teach It video. 

 

Practice Its are interactive activities that may be completed online or offline. 
Practice Its provide the opportunity for students to check their overall understanding 
of the learning objectives. 

 

* Show Its are non-graded activities that allow students to show mastery of a 
specific learning objective. Teachers can elect to make these gradable. 

 

Answer Keys are included to accompany each of the Show Its. These can be hidden 
by teachers in the learning management system (LMS). 

 

*Apply Its are non-graded assessments that cover content from multiple lessons. 
Apply Its can be cumulative projects that allow students to demonstrate mastery of 
several learning objectives and standards. Teachers can elect to make these 
gradable.  

 

* Assess Its are graded assessments that allow students to demonstrate mastery 
of learning standards. These take the form of online auto-graded and uploaded 
teacher-graded assessments.  

 

Watch Its contain engaging videos to enhance the student learning experience. 
Watch Its may cover one or more standards, or they may bring abstract concepts to 
life. 

 

Play Its contain exciting games to reinforce student learning. Play Its often cover one 
or more standards. 

 

Reinforce Its are lessons created to help students master specific learning 
objectives. Reinforce Its are great to review before taking assessments. They can 
also be used to assist students who are struggling by providing extra practice on 
difficult concepts. 

 

Extend Its are lessons created to help students extend their knowledge in specific 
content areas. 

https://nnds-media-razunatenant-streaming.s3.amazonaws.com/57C8C2BD7EBC44669C97B383D75E11DE/vid/BCD8693306E84CB9A532352C5FE528BF/TRN_What_Is_A_TeachIt.mp4

